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Abstract. Co-evolutionary techniques for evolutionary algorithms allow for the
application of such algorithms to problems for which it is difficult or even im-
possible to formulate explicit fitness function. These techniques also maintain
population diversity, allows for speciation and help overcoming limited adaptive
capabilities of evolutionary algorithms. In this paper theidea ofco-evolutionary
multi-agent system with predator-prey mechanism for multi-objective optimiza-
tion is introduced. In presented system the Pareto frontier is located by the pop-
ulation of agents as a result of co-evolutionary interactions between two species:
predators and prey. Results from runs of presented system against test problem
and comparison to classical multi-objective evolutionaryalgorithms conclude the
paper.

1 Introduction

Co-evolution is the biological process responsible for speciation, maintaining popu-
lation diversity, introducing arms races and open-ended evolution. In co-evolutionary
algorithms (CoEAs)the fitness of each individual depends not only on the qualityof so-
lution to the given problem (like inevolutionary algorithms (EAs)) but also (or solely)
on other individuals’ fitness [7]. This makes such techniques applicable in the cases
where the fitness function formulation is difficult (or even impossible). Co-evolutionary
techniques for EAs are also aimed at improving adaptive capabilities in dynamic envi-
ronments and introducing open-ended evolution and speciation into EAs by maintaining
population diversity. As the result of ongoing research quite many co-evolutionary tech-
niques have been proposed. Generally, each of these techniques belongs to one of two
classes: competitive or cooperative.

Optimization problems in which multiple criteria have to betaken into account are
called multi-objective (or multi-criteria) problems [2, 10]. Most real-life decision pro-
cesses are such problems—decision maker must deal with multiple criteria (objectives).
A solution in the Pareto sense of the multi-objective optimization problem means de-
termination of all non-dominated (in the sense ofweak domination relation[10]) al-
ternatives from the set of all possible (feasible) decisionalternatives. The set of all
non-dominated alternatives is sometimes called aPareto-optimal set. These locally or



globally non-dominated solutions create (in the criteria space) so-called local or global
Pareto frontiers [2].

In the recent years evolutionary approach to multi-objective problems is the sub-
ject of intensive research. As a result of this research a variety of evolutionary multi-
objective optimization techniques have been proposed. Evolutionary multi-objective al-
gorithms (EMOAs) can be generally classified as elitist (in which best individuals can
be directly carried over to the next generation) and non-elitist ones [2].

In the case of multi-objective optimization—high quality approximation ofPareto
frontier should fulfill at least three distinguishing features: firstof all it should be “lo-
cated” as close to the ideal Pareto frontier as possible, secondly it should include as
many alternatives as possible, and all proposed non-dominated alternatives should be
evenly distributed over the whole ideal Pareto set.

In the case of multi-objective optimization premature lossof population diversity
can result not only in lack of drifting to the ideal Pareto frontier but also in obtain-
ing approximation of Pareto set that is focused around its selected area(s)—what of
course is very undesirable assuming that preference-basedmulti-objective optimization
is not considered in this place. Additionally, in the case ofmulti-objective problems
with many local Pareto frontiers (so called multi-modal multi-objective problems de-
fined by Deb in [2]) the loss of population diversity may result in locating only local
Pareto frontier instead of a global one.

The basic idea ofevolutionary multi-agent systems (EMAS)is the realization of
evolutionary processes within the confines of multi-agent system. EMAS systems have
already been applied successfully to discrete, continuous, combinatorial and non-com-
binatorial multi-objective optimization problems ([8]).It has been also shown that on
the basis of the EMAS further research and more sophisticated approaches, models and
mechanisms can be proposed [9].

The model ofco-evolutionary multi-agent system (CoEMAS), as opposed to the ba-
sic evolutionary multi-agent system (EMAS)model, allows for the co-existence of sev-
eral species and sexes which can interact with each other andco-evolve. Co-evolutionary
mechanisms can serve as the basis for niching and speciationtechniques for EMAS
systems [3]. CoEMAS systems can also be applied to multi-objective optimization, es-
pecially when there is need for maintaining population diversity and speciation [4, 5].

In the following sections the formal model of co-evolutionary multi-agent system
with predator-prey mechanism is presented. Such system is applied to multi-objective
optimization Kursawe problem and compared to other selected classical evolutionary
techniques.

2 Co-Evolutionary Multi-Agent System with Predator-Prey
Mechanism for Multi-Objective Optimization

The system presented in this paper is the CoEMAS with predator-prey mechanism (see
fig. 1). There are two species: predators and prey in this system. Prey represent solutions
of the multi-objective problem. The main goal of predators is to eliminate “weak” (i.e.
dominated) prey.
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Fig. 1. CoEMAS with predator-prey mechanism

TheCoEMASis described as 4-tuple:CoEMAS= 〈E,S,Γ,Ω〉 whereE is the envi-
ronment of theCoEMAS, S is the set of species (s∈ S) that co-evolve inCoEMAS, Γ
is the set of resource types that exist in the system, the amount of typeγ resource will be
denoted byrγ,Ω is the set of information types that exist in the system, the information
of typeωwill be denoted byiω. There are two information types (Ω = {ω1,ω2}) and one
resource type (Γ = {γ}) in CoEMAS. Informations of typeω1 contain nodes to which
agent can migrate, when it is located in particular node of the graph. Informations of
typeω2 contain agents-prey which are located in the particular node in time t. There
is one resource type (Γ = {γ}) in CoEMAS, and there is closed circulation of resource
within the system.

The environment of CoEMASis defined as 3-tuple:E =
〈

TE,ΓE = Γ,ΩE = Ω
〉

,

whereTE is the topography of environmentE, ΓE is the set of resource types that
exist in the environment,ΩE is the set of information types that exist in the environ-
ment. The topography of the environmentTE = 〈H, l〉 whereH is directed graph with
the cost functionc defined (H = 〈V,B,c〉, V is the set of vertices,B is the set of arches).
The distance between two nodes is defined as the length of the shortest path between
them in graphH. Thel : A→ V (A is the set of agents, that exist inCoEMAS) function
makes it possible to locate particular agent in the environment space.

Verticev is given by:v =
〈

Av,Γv = ΓE,Ωv = ΩE,ϕ
〉

, whereAv is the set of agents
that are located in the verticev. Agents can collect two types of informations from the
vertice. The first one includes all vertices that are connected with the verticev and the
second one includes all agents of speciespreythat are located in the verticev.

The set of species is given by:S = {prey, pred}. The prey species is defined as
follows: prey= 〈Aprey,S Xprey= {sx} ,Zprey,Cprey〉, whereAprey is the set of agents of
prey species,S Xprey is the set of sexes which exist within theprey species,Zprey

is the set of actions that agents of speciesprey can perform, andCprey is the set
of relations of speciesprey with other species that exist in theCoEMAS. There is



only one sexsx (sx≡ sxprey) within the prey species, which is defined as follows:
sx= 〈Asx= Aprey,Zsx= Zprey,Csx= ∅〉.

The set of actionsZprey = {die,get,give,accept, seek,clone, rec,mut,migr}, where
die is the action of death (prey dies when it is out of resources),getaction gets some re-
source from anotheraprey agent located in the same node (this agent is dominated by the
agent that performsgetaction or is too close to him in the criteria space — such agent
is found with the use ofseekaction),giveactions gives some resource to another agent
(which performsgetaction),acceptaction accepts partner for reproduction (partner is
accepted when the amount of resource possessed by the prey agent is above the given
level), seekaction seeks for another prey agent that is dominated by the prey perform-
ing this action (or too close to it in criteria space) or seeksfor partner for reproduction
(prey starts seeking partner for reproduction when the amount of resource is above the
given level),cloneis the action of cloning prey (new agent with the same genotype as
parent’s one is created),rec is the recombination operator (intermediate recombination
is used [1]),mut is the mutation operator (mutation with self-adaptation isused [1]),
migr action allows prey to migrate between nodes of graphH (migrating agent loses
some resource).

The set of relations ofpreyspecies with other species that exist within the system

is defined as follows:Cprey =

{

prey,get−
−−−−−−−→= {〈prey, prey〉} ,

pred,give+
−−−−−−−−→= {〈prey, pred〉}

}

.

The first relation models intra species competition for limited resources (as a result of
performinggetaction the fitness of another prey is decreased — “-”). The second one
models predator-prey interactions (prey gives all the resource it owns to predator and
dies — predator fitness is increased: “+”).

The predator species (pred) is defined analogically asprey species with the fol-
lowing differences. The set of actionsZpred= {seek,get,migr}, whereseekaction seeks
for the “worst” (according to the criteria associated with the given predator) prey lo-
cated in the same node as predator performing this action,get action gets all resource
from chosen prey,migr action allows predator to migrate between nodes of graphH
(migrating agent loses some resource — if it can not afford the migration it stays at the
same node).

The set of relations ofpredspecies with other species that exist within the system is

defined as follows:Cpred =

{

prey,get−
−−−−−−−→= {〈pred, prey〉}

}

. The relation models predator-

prey interactions (predator gets all resources from selected prey, decreases its fitness
and prey dies).

Agent a of speciesprey is given by:a = 〈gna,Za = Zprey,Γa = Γ,Ωa = Ω,PRa〉.
Genotype of agenta is consisted of two vectors (chromosomes):x of real-coded de-
cision parameters’ values andσ of standard deviations’ values, which are used during
mutation.Za = Zprey is the set of actions which agenta can perform.Γa is the set of
resource types, andΩ is the set of information types.

The set of profilesPRa includes resource profile (pr1), reproduction profile (pr2),
interaction profile (pr3), and migration profile (pr4). Each time step prey tries to realize
goals of the profiles (taking into account the priorities of the profiles:pr1 E pr2 E pr3 E

pr4 — herepr1 has the highest priority). In order to realize goals of the given profile
agent uses strategies which can be realized within this profile.



Table 1. Comparison of proposed CoEMAS approach with selected classical EMOA’s according
to theHV andHVRmetrics obtained during solving Kursawe problem

HV / HVR
Step CoEMAS PPES NPGA

1 541.21 / 0.874 530.76 / 0.857 489.34 / 0.790
10 588.38 / 0.950 530.76 / 0.867 563.55 / 0.910
20 594.09 / 0.959 531.41 / 0.858 401.79 / 0.648
30 601.66 / 0.971 531.41 / 0.858 378.78 / 0.611
40 602.55 / 0.973 531.41 / 0.858 378.73 / 0.611
50 594.09 / 0.959 531.41 / 0.858 378.77 / 0.611
100 603.04 / 0.974 531.42 / 0.858 378.80 / 0.6117
600 603.79 / 0.975 577.44 / 0.932 378.80 / 0.611
200 611.43 / 0.987 609.47 / 0.984 378.80 / 0.611
4000 611.44 / 0.987 555.53 / 0.897 378.80 / 0.611
6000 613.10 / 0.990 547.73 / 0.884 378.80 / 0.611

Within pr1 profile all strategies connected with typeγ resource are realized (〈die〉,
〈seek,get〉). This profile uses informations of typeω2. Within pr2 profile strategy of
reproduction (〈seek,clone, rec,mut〉) is realized (informations of typeω2 are used and
reproducing prey give some resource to child with the use ofgiveaction). Withinpr3

profile the interactions with predators are realized (strategy〈give〉). Within pr4 profile
the migration strategy (

〈

migr
〉

), which uses informationiω1, is realized—as a result of
performing this strategy prey loses some resource.

Agenta of speciespred is defined analogically topreyagent. The main differences
are genotype and the set of profiles. Genotype of agenta is consisted of the information
about the criterion associated with this agent. The set of profilesPRa includes resource
profile (pr1), and migration profile (pr2). Within pr1 profile all strategies connected
with type γ resource are realized (〈seek,get〉). This profile uses informations of type
ω2. Within pr2 profile the migration strategy (

〈

migr
〉

), which uses informationiω1, is
realized. As a result of performing this strategy predator loses some resource.

3 Test Problem and Experimental Results

Presented in the course of this paper agent-based co-evolutionary approach for multi-
objective optimization has been tested using a lot of benchmark problems such as Kur-
sawe problem, Laumanns problem, set of Zitzler’s problems etc. Because of space lim-
itations it is possible to present in this paper only selected results. Authors decided to
discuss obtained results on the basis of Kursawe problem. Its definition is as follows:

Kursawe=
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In the case of Kursawe problem optimization algorithm has todeal with disconnected
two-dimensional Pareto frontier and disconnected three dimensional Pareto set. Addi-
tionally, a specific definition off1 and f2 functions causes that even very small changes
in the space of decision variables can cause big differences in the space of objec-
tives. These very features cause thatKursaweproblem is quite difficult for solving in
general—and for solving using evolutionary techniques in particular.
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Fig. 2. Pareto frontier approximations obtained by CoEMAS, PPES and NPGA after 1, 10, 20,
and 30 steps

For the sake of clarity, “model” Pareto set and frontier willbe omitted in further
figures presenting their approximations obtained by algorithms that are being analyzed.

As it was mentioned above—Kursawe problem is a quite demanding multi-objective
problem with disconnected both Pareto set and Pareto frontier as well. In this section
both some qualitative and quantitative characteristics obtained during solving this prob-
lem are discussed. To give a kind of reference point, resultsobtained by CoEMAS are
compared with results obtained by “classical” (i.e. non agent-based) predator-prey evo-
lutionary strategy (PPES) [6] and another classical evolutionary algorithm for multi-
objective optimization: niched pareto genetic algorithm (NPGA) [10].

In fig. 2 and fig. 3 there are presented approximations of Pareto frontier obtained by
all three algorithms that are being analyzed after 1, 10, 20,30, 50, 100, 600 and 2000
time steps. As one may notice initially, i.e. after 1, 10 and partially after 20 (see fig. 2a,
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Fig. 3. Pareto frontier approximations obtained by CoEMAS, PPES and NPGA after 50, 100,
600, and 2000 steps

2b and 2c) steps, Pareto frontiers obtained by all three algorithms are—in fact—quite
similar if the number of found non-dominated individuals, their distance to the model
Pareto frontier and their dispersing over the whole Pareto frontier are considered. Af-
terwards yet, definitely higher quality of CoEMAS-based Pareto frontier approximation
is more and more distinct. It is enough to mention that NPGA-based Pareto frontier al-
most completely disappears after about 30 steps, and PPES-based Pareto frontier is—as
the matter of fact—better and better but this improving process is quite slow and not so
clear as in the case of CoEMAS-based solution.

Because solutions presented in fig. 2 and in fig. 3 (especiallyin fig. 3d) partially
overlap, in fig. 4, fig. 5 and fig. 6 there are presented Pareto frontiers obtained by an-
alyzed algorithms after 2000, 4000 and 6000 time steps separately. There is no doubt
that—what can be especially seen in fig. 4a, fig. 5a, and in fig. 6a—CoEMAS is def-
initely the best alternative since it is able to obtain Pareto frontier that is located very
close to the model solution, that is very well dispersed and what is also very important—
it is more numerous than PPES and NPGA-based solutions.

It is of course quite difficult to compare algorithms only on the basis of qualitative
results, so in Table 1 there are presented values of HV and HVRmetrics (which are
described in [2]) measured after 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100, 600, 2000, 4000 and 6000
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Fig. 4. Pareto frontier approximations obtained by CoEMAS, PPES and NPGA after 2000 steps

steps. The results presented in this table confirm that in thecase of Kursawe problem
CoEMAS is much better alternative than “classical” PPES or NPGA.

4 Concluding Remarks

Co-evolutionary techniques for evolutionary algorithms makes it possible to apply such
algorithms to solving problems for which it is difficult or even impossible to formulate
explicit fitness function. Co-evolutionary techniques arerather rarely used as mech-
anisms of maintaining useful population diversity or as speciation and niching tech-
niques. However, there has been recently growing interest in co-evolutionary algorithms
and in the application of such algorithms to multi-objective optimization problems.

The model ofco-evolutionary multi-agent systemallows co-evolution of several
species and sexes. This results in maintaining population diversity and improves adap-
tive capabilities of systems based onCoEMASmodel. In this paper theco-evolutionary
multi-agent system with predator-prey mechanism for multi-objective optimizationhas
been presented. The system was run against commonly used test problem and compared
to classical PPES and NPGA algorithms.

Presented results of experiments with Kursawe problem (as another not presented
here results obtained with another mentioned above benchmark problems) clearly show
that CoEMAS not only properly located Pareto frontier of this test problem but also the
results of this system was better than in the case of two other“classical” algorithms.
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Fig. 5. Pareto frontier approximations obtained by CoEMAS, PPES and NPGA after 4000 steps

CoEMAS was able to obtain solutions that were located very close to the “ideal” Pareto
frontier, that were very well dispersed and more numerous than PPES and NPGA-based
solutions. This was the result of the tendency to maintain high population diversity what
could be especially very useful in the case of hard dynamic and multi-modal multi-
objective problems (as defined by Deb [2]).

Future work will include more detailed comparison to other classical algorithms
with the use of hard multi-modal multi-objective test problems. Also the application
of other co-evolutionary mechanisms like symbiosis (co-operative co-evolution) are in-
cluded in future plans.
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